
Reading Intervention (3rd Grade) - Week of May 18-22

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the 
team of letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student 
struggles to accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify 
the vowel sound prior to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These 
words are a combination of sight words and words they can decode using 
phonics skills. These are common words students see over and over in 
print. They should be reading the words with automaticity. 

Multisyllabic Words & 
Words with Parts

Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. Student 
may underline the vowels in the words and break the words apart by 
syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read 
them fluently. 

Fluency Passage 

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of 
text and leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read 
this passage aloud daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal 
is not about reading the passage as fast as he/she can. The students 
need to strive to read the passage with accuracy, in phrases and with 
expression.  Maybe pretend to be a newscaster while reading.  



Phonics Sound Boxes

pl



Nonsense Word Fluency
mun lan yig pem hob

tish hern crat fon stib

rud trept hube derd sabe

grot gork yish wheen thoom

scrut nain gurd hout nilk

kneep whasp mord zowk tream

smew grish dode hapent joim

scattle nurty ninhult snople yeather



Word Reading  Fluency
some mind easy buy between

shirt wrong half form should

knew mile street smoke pro

yard woman owner enter sauce

patch both pool threw width

bench piece grain write thaw

large shock actual daily victory



Multisyllabic Words
urgent ferment cricket serpent

quiver perfume partner kidney

tadpole loiter cordless puddle

filtrate broken adventure segment

reporter chapter siphon maiden

skeptic giggle obtuse noble

thistle actress scramble bogus



Words with Parts
unlocked distrusting chewable handful

madness proposal fraction returnable

extinction preventable delayed impressive

clearly numerous attention disrespectful

attendance education entertainment instruction

increasing disagreement production correctly

glamorous addition reasonable delightful



Sentence Fluency
Congratulations! You exceeded my very high 
expectations.

They took a lovely summer vacation to the beach 
in Carlsbad, California. 

Jane has an impressive collection of holiday 
Christmas ornaments. 

We need to arrange our transportation to the 
airport so we can make our departure on time.

Do you know who we should call in case we 
encounter an emergency?

I will need to refill my prescription at the 
pharmacy today. 



Fluency Passage
The Sun

    Did you know sunshine actually comes from a star? That’s
because the sun is a star just like the millions of stars in the sky.
The sun is so big that more than a million Earths can fit inside it. 
The sun is not the biggest star, though. Many stars are actually bigger 
and brighter. The sun looks bigger and brighter because the Earth is 
closer to the sun than any other star.
   The sun is a huge ball of glowing gases. It’s so hot you could never 
touch it. The temperature of the surface is one hundred times hotter 
than the hottest summer day. Sometimes the sun’s surface gets so hot it 
creates solar flares. Sometimes solar flares cause difficulty on Earth. 
Solar flares can cause static on radio stations. When solar flares are 
large, they can even cause electric power failures.
   The sun’s energy reaches us in the form of heat, light, and radio 
waves. The sun is millions of miles away from us. It takes the sunlight 
about eight minutes to travel to the Earth.
   The sun gives us light and heat. Without it, no plants, animals, or 
humans could grow or survive. The sun gives off so much light it can be 
converted into solar energy. Solar cells convert sunlight into 
electricity. Solar cells can be used to provide power for cars and 
lights. Some solar cells are as small as a stick of gum and some are as 
big as a football field.

   

   


